Abstract-Extracting non-taxonomic relations is one of the important tasks in the construction of ontology from the text. Most of current methods on identification and extraction of nontaxonomic relations is based on predicate representing relationships between two concepts, namely the relation between subject and object that occurs in a sentence. However, the number of relations that has been identified does not properly represent the domain as the methods only identify a portion of the total relations from domain texts. In this paper, we present a method that increases the number of relations extracted and thus properly represent the domain. In this method, all potential relations are first generated and then less significant ones, based on their frequency, are removed. The method has been tested on a collection of texts that described electronic voting machine and the result is encouraging.
INTRODUCTION
Ontologies became an important topic in various field of study. It is used as knowledge representation to improve several applications, including question answering, text mining, information retrieval, knowledge management and semantic web. However, the manual constructing of ontology is a complex, tedious, time-consuming, expensive and uneasy task [16] . Nowadays, the focus of various research projects is to construct ontology automatically.
Generally, ontology of a domain consists of three main components [8] , concept, taxonomy and non-taxonomic relation. Even though the number of methods for constructing ontology is increasing, but most of them are only focusing in supporting the concept and taxonomic component. Not many methods focus on non-taxonomic relation component. The extraction of non-taxonomic relations has been considered as most challenging and important tasks [8] [15] . There are two sub problems to be considered in non-taxonomic relations; identifying the potential relations between concepts and then labeling the potential relation appropriately [17] .
Most of current methods on identification and extraction of non-taxonomic relations from texts is based on predicate representing relationships between two concepts, namely the relation between subject and object that occurs in a sentence. However, the number of relations that has been identified is only a portion of the total relations from domain texts. Thus the methods do not properly represent the domain.
In this paper, we present a method that increases the number of relations extracted and thus properly represent the domain. In this method, it identifies all the predicates in domain texts that are similar by using WordNet [18] and generate concept pairs based on identified predicates. Then, we extract the similar predicates within concepts and list them out. The method aims to produce possible relations between concepts to improve the coverage of relations. This paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses related works. Section III presents the proposed method for discovering non-taxonomic relationships starting from domain documents. Section IV illustrates this process with an example. Section V discusses the experimentation and evaluation of the proposed method. Conclusion and future work are discusses in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Extracting non-taxonomic relations is one of the important tasks in the construction of ontology from the text. However, very least research has been done in this important task. Most of the current methods on identification and extraction of nontaxonomic relations are based on predicate representing relationships between two concepts, i.e., the relation between subject and object that occurs in a sentence [5] [13] [17] .
In [5] , it identified transaction that hold two concepts if they frequently occur within the predefined distance from verb as VCC(n). Then, the author defined their heuristic 'above expectation' (AE) measure to identify potential relations for concept pair
In [13] , the authors proposed SVO Triples method by using MINIPAR dependency parser to identify related concepts as concept pairs. Then, the potential relations for the relations are identified. For this purpose, VFxICF (Verb Frequency x Inverse Concept Frequency) metric is used and then assigned to the relations using log-likelihood ratios.
In [17] , the author proposed a method to support the discovery and labeling of non-taxonomic relationships in ontology learning. To identify nouns and verb phrases, the POS tagger is applied to each sentence from the documents Most of the existing methods identify and extract the possible relations between concepts that appear together as subject and object in a sentence but those methods cannot find sufficient relations to represent the whole domain. To increase the number of relations, we present a method to identify and extract the relations between concepts in different sentences. It identifies all the predicates in domain texts that are similar by using WordNet. Concept pairs are generated based on the identified predicates and most frequent concepts.
III. IDENTIFYING AND EXTRACTION OF NON-TAXONOMIC

RELATIONSHIPS
In this section, we present a method to identify and extract non-taxonomic relations from domain texts. Fig.1 illustrates the overall system architecture of our method. Our method consists of four steps:
4) Relation Extraction and Labeling
A. Concept Extraction
The objective of this step is to identify all the relevant concepts. The process divided into three tasks, text preprocessing, subject-object extraction and matching task. Fig.2 shows the overview of concept extraction.
We first take the texts and apply part-of-speech (POS) tagging to assign parts of speech to each word by using Brill's Rule-based POS tagger [2] . Stop word elimination process is used to eliminate words based on their high frequency of occurrences and unrelated to the domain information by using Porter's stop word [12] list. Next, morphological analysis is used to reduce all the dissimilarity of the word forms into a singular form. WordNet's Lemmatizer [5] is used for this process and once the process is done, a list of terms is identified.
Each term is calculated to determine its relevancy in a texts domain by using term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf.idf) metric [14] . Terms with high tf.idf value are selected to obtain the initial cut of the relevant terms. Relevant term will be counted as the concept for the text domain.
In the second task, we analyze dependency triples which are generated by MINIPAR [7] shallow parser to verify the subject and object of a sentence. Terms which appear as subject are put in subj where subj contains a list of terms that appear as subject. Then, terms which appear as object are put in obj where obj contains a list of terms that appear as object.
Next, we identify each concept which appears as subject or object in texts. We match both results produced from the previous two tasks. Task one produces a list of relevant terns, meanwhile task two produces two sets of terms, i.e. subj and obj sets. Let S = {s 1 , s 2 ,….,s n } is a set of concepts appear as subject where s n is a list of relevant terms that are matched in subj. Let O = {o 1 , o 2 ,….,o m } is a set of concepts appear as object where o m is list of relevant terms that are matched in obj. The relevant terms also can be a member for both S and O.
B. Predicate Identification
Verbs are identified from text documents using the previous text preprocessing steps [2] and stop word [12] is used to eliminate verbs which do not signify to domain texts, i.e., is, do, has, have,…etc. After the elimination, the identified verbs will be counted as predicate into set P, where P is a set of predicate that contains all relevance verbs.
Each predicate in P with similar meaning [10] will be grouped together. WordNet is used to identify similar meaning between all the predicates in P. Table I shows some of the predicates obtain and the synonym groups of predicates.
For example: Then, we identify predicate and concept which appear in a sentence by using dependency parser MINIPAR and represent them as:
where, -p is a predicate that occurs together with a concept in a sentence.
-s is a concept which appears as an element in S.
-o is a concept which appears as an element in O.
-"-" is used when either subject or object are not exist in a sentence.
Once the rules have been extracted, we regroup the rules as p (s, -) into set PS which contains all information of predicate and subject and p (-, o) into set PO which contains all information of predicate and object. (s n , -) ) be a set of predicate and concept as subject that consists of all rules p(s,-), where p i ∈ P , s n ∈ S. PO = (p 1 (-, o 1 ), p 1 (-,  o 1 ), ….,(p 1 (-, o 1 ), p 1 (-, o 1 ), …, p i (-, o m ) ) be a set of predicate and concept as object that consists of all rules p (-,o) , where p i
Definition 2.2 (Predicate Object). Let
∈ P , o m ∈ O.
C. Concept Pair Identification
In • Hence, we generate concept pair, q = {s 7 • Thus, q = {s 2 
D. Relation extraction and Labeling
From the previous steps, a group of similar meaning, synset, of predicates is identified and a list of concept pairs is generated based on groups of predicate. Some pair of concepts may have more than one predicate. In this step, we want to choose the suitable predicate to label the semantic relations between a pair of concepts.
To find the suitable predicates to label the relationship for concepts pair which both concepts are occur in different sentences, we define sprt(q p), is a support count of rules in R that contain p q ∪ where q = (S,O), similar to support(S p) used in association rule [1] , as shown in (1). 
sprt(q p) = sprt( S p) + sprt( O p)
= R p s ∪ + R p o ∪ In Equation (1), q = (S,(1)
2) Concept pair, q= (s 1 , o 3 )
is generated based on a group of synset predicate = {p 2 , p 6 }, Table III (s 1 , o 3 ) .
IV. EXAMPLE
For the purpose of illustration, this section presents an example of how a relationship between two concepts is identified and extracted. First, voting machine domain texts are applied with concept extraction and set S and O are identified. For example list of concepts as subject, S = {machine, voter, company, paper} and list of concepts as object, O= {machine, paper, voter}.
In the second step, list of predicate are identified and for example, P= {produce, audit, create, provide}. Next, we grouped it with similar meaning using WordNet. Thus, P= ({produce, create}, {audit}, {provide}).
Then, in the third step, predicate and concept which is occurred in a sentence are identified and we represent them into predicate (subject, object). Example sentence in this text domain as following:
Sentence1: "This machine can produce many records." So, we extract this sentence using Minipar parser into rule: produce (machine, record). After the rule has been extracted, we regroup the rules into PS and PO.
Set PS = (produce (machine, -)), and
Set PO = (produce(-, record)) Next, concept pairs are generated based on items in group of predicate. For example, we extract all rules in PS and PO where P = {produce, create}
P produce\ create S = (produce (machine, -), create (company, -)) P produce|create O = (create (-, paper))
From the above rules, list of subjects and objects for p 6 For predicate produce and create, both of them are predicates for concept pair {machine, paper} and {company, paper}. Finally, we need to find either produce or create is suitable for both concept pair respectively using (1).
i. For concept pair, q= {machine, paper}, Table IV shows an example of rules extracted for concept pair (machine, paper). Then, create is considered as suitable relationship for concept pair (machine, paper).
ii. For concept pair q = {company, paper}, Table V shows an example of rules extracted for concept pair (company, paper). 
V. EXPERIMENTS
Assessment of ontology learning techniques is a wellknown problem because of the lack of standards and difficulty to assess the performance of the proposed techniques [9] [11][16] [13] . As for our experiment, we compare the performance of our proposed method with the SVO method on the number of identified relations to increases the number of relations in domain texts. We then evaluate the precision of the results with the domain expert. The precision is defined as the percentage of all relations which are correctly extracted.
To test our approach, we select Electronic Voting Machine domain. Our text corpus extracted from New York Times website consists of 20 documents.
To increase the number of relations in domain texts, the extracted predicates which are identified as synonym to each other using WordNet are grouped together. Example of predicate and the group of synonym predicates are shown in Table 1 in Section III. Then, for each synonym group of predicates, the most frequent concepts which occur together in a sentence or occur in different sentences are generated as concept pair.
To label the most suitable identified relation for a pair of concepts, the support count (sprt) is defined. As mention in section III, any predicates that have the highest degree of support count are considered as the most suitable relations to label the concept pair. For example sprt(state, machine) provide is 0.75, meanwhile sprt (state, machine) offer is 0.25. Therefore provide is considered as the most suitable relationship for (state, machine). From the observation of the support count results, it shows that the support count can be used to label relations between concepts by counting the frequency of each predicate occurs with its concepts. But we think that by using only the high degree of support count may not enough to label the relationship appropriately. Table VI shows some of relations obtained with the proposed method to increase the number of relations in the domain text. In Table VII , each of triples relations in (S, P, O), S is a concept as subject and O is an object of predicate P and both subject and object are occur together in a same sentence. Meanwhile, P(S, O) shows the increases of relations obtain for subject and object which is occur in different sentences by grouping the predicates with similar meaning. For example, (provide, offer) is a synonym predicate for concept pair (state, machine) where state and machine are the most frequent concepts as subject and object respectively and both concepts appear in different sentences. In table VII, the initial column shows the method applied. Second column shows the number of identified concept pairs. Third and fourth column shows the number of extracted potential relations between concept pair that occurs in a sentence and the number of extracted potential relations between concept pair that occurs in different sentences, respectively. The fifth column shows the total relations extracted for each method.
From table VII, SVO methods identified 17 pair of concept pairs which 12 potential relations are extracted between concept pair that occur together in a sentence. However, the proposed method identified 22 pairs of concept pair which 12 potential relations are extracted for concept pairs that occur together in a same sentence, similar to the SVO methods. In addition, the proposed method is able to extract 10 potential relations for concept pairs that occur from difference sentences. The generated concept pairs are based on group of predicates. This experiments shows that the proposed method can be used to increase number of relations. We then evaluate the precision of the results in Table VII with the domain expert. In Table VIII , second column indicates the precision of the methods according to total number of concept pairs obtain. Meanwhile, the third column shows the percentages the number of non-taxonomic relations obtains for each method. From Table VIII , the results of the proposed method indicate that it is able to increase the number of relations extracted to represent the whole domain texts.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a method to identify and extract nontaxonomic relations between concepts in different sentences. Given texts of a domain as input, text pre-processing is applied on it to identified relevant concepts and predicates of the domain. Each predicate with similar meaning are grouped together. We represented each sentence into rules that consist of predicate and concept. For each groups of predicate, all rules that contain same predicate are extracted. Then, all concepts in the extracted rules are grouped as subject and object based on position in the text and the most frequent concepts from each group (i.e. subject and object) are generated as concept pairs. We defined support count to find the most suitable predicates to label the relationships. The experiment results have shown that this method is useful to identify relations between concepts even the pair of concepts are in the different sentences. However, it is not sufficient by considering only the most frequent concepts to be accepted as the concept pairs. Even though the proposed method is useful to extract non-taxonomic relations from texts but further research is needed to label the relations appropriately.
